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SUMMARY

A rearmedh_brid simulatlcn_ms been conducted to determLne the Service
od. e -
lunar orbit. The objective of thla .t,,d$_= +_ _nc =or-z....j the
C_ cpnsumables requirements,and the effect of_a _ _nglng d_
in the event that the LM_becomes unable to complete t_ c-_6_h-_ _-n-
dezvous sequence following _wer_sce_-l_om--_-_lunar _-_r-f_-.

This study investigatedor_lythe tenn.£_i _mse of rendezvous startin_ at..
TPl. Thus, theostady assumed that tJneLM had complete_ the powered asC
cent, from a 45 E la_udingsite, and insertion into a _0 x 30 nautical mile
orbit. It was also assumed the CSI and CDH maneuvers had been made.

All primary mode _v_..n, _ and ccntrol tasks wearied
by the CSM using the sextant (SXT) only, or the SXT and V_for improve-
ment o--f-}--_derived sta_6 vec_rs._ In the _c_ _ failed) mode
the ground furnished concentric sequence maneuvers to the CSM, while the
_P! and midcourse maneuvers were det_ed usinz a line-of-sight.rate
correction technique develcped by *_,eGCD. _en VHF ranging information
_s available in _he bac_----_,---C_6m,_ckup charts were used to deter-
mine the maneuvers. The re__,.sultingSM_RCS.fuel requirementswere 418 and
495 pounds for the_primaryand back_mo_des, reePectivel2. The addition
of a_qIF ranzin_device savesan avera_e-_f 18 and _2 pb___dsof _MLRCS
fuel in the pr____ryand backupmnces, respectively.

1NTRODUCTION

A piloted simulation study of the LM _scue in Lunar Orbit has been con-

determine t_e a_the SM-RC_Sfuel budget. Also included in thestudy was an evaluation of the usefulness of sta_e re.tot improvement using
VHF ranging data for th_ (I_Mand its effect on SM-RCS fuel requirements

_ for both primary _ud backup mode rendezvous. It is the purpose of this
.. report to present and discuss the results obtained.

.
SIMULATION DESCRIPTION

The motion of %he CSM ,was_imulated in six degrees-of-freedomand that of

the LM Ln three degreesLof-freedomusing general purpose computers_ The

differentialanalyzer (DDA) and the short period _cs (ro%ational
motionS--on"m_alogcoa_pu_s. -#_e _M-SGS was used for attitude control____
end was sizulated in a simplified Block II configuration. The Jet
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select _logicwas simplified. A simulator cockpit was =oupled with the

general pln_pose computers for pilot monitoring and control of the rendez-

vous trajectory. A virtual image display system, driven by the DDA, dis-

played a model of the LM/SIVB to the pilot in simulated three dimensional

space. For a _etailed description of the simulation mechanization, refer
to Reference "

SIMULATED R_ZVOUS TRAJECTORI_

The CSM rerLdezvous situation simulated was oneotn which the LM becomes
inactive immediate]j after insertion from a 45 East landing site, thus

l_eav_r_zthe LM in an elliptical (10 n ai x _0 n mi)orbit. The simula-

tion used for this study, however, was programmed only for circular tar-
get orbits. Therefore, it _ma decided to simulate the LM in a 10 n ml
nircular orbit rather tb_u the elliptical one discussed above.

The tra_ector_ dispersions caused by navigation errors on both vehicles
wez_ combined and applied only to the C_ traje=_o__r. In Brier words,

the LM was plac_d in an exact 20 n mi circular orbit and the CS_ relative
trajectory was dispersed to account for_avlgatlon errors on bo]_---q_1_.
Table I gives the LM inertial state vectors and CSM relative inertial state

vectors (designated actual trajectory) used for each navigation case.

ONBOARD STATE VECTOR _RORS

State vector errors based on the navigation availabl_ in each case were

obtsined from an off-line digital simulation and added to the C_[ actual

relative trajectoc____---_determineuhe C_4 onboard relative trajec_o-_.
These initial onboard state vectors are given in Table I _-_ repre_n--t_

nav_ation both udth and without Vf_ ranging informat_on to aid in state

vector improvement _

SIMULAT_ CREW PROCEDURES

• In cases where the FNGCS was assumed _o be workia_u the mldco_e correc-
tion w_s_uted onboard and applied at TPi + 27:C_)minutee. These runs
are _mitiat_ at TPI + 26:00 minutes. In primarg _-d_, the pilot used the

range and _nge-rate data displayed on the DSEY to _onitor the pre_.-ressof

the rendezvous and to oontrol ,Be braking phase. In _ack1_p mode where VHF
range data was present_ tango-rate was derived mentally every few minute_

by differencing range over a one mina_e time interval. In the backup mode

w_ere r_odirect range data was avsilable, both rang_ and range-rate we_
estimated u_ng elapsed time, backup charts, and visual cues. The pro-
cedures aze summarized h_ Table II.
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SI_%TATION RESULTS

Tze SM.-RCSdata ohtahed _ each simulation run is listed in Table III in

_ te_ of roll (Wp)_"pi%ch (Ifq),_qd yaw (Wr) attit,'_da_-nntrol fuel ___nd

_" tion i%V is also _iven in terms oi YP!, MCC's, and TPF _aR_ It should
be no Ged, .however, that the TPI at-_tude _---_ranslation Dael is not in-

lls Wq,wr, avy,av )for
, the runs where the PGNCS was operational since these runs started after

TPI_ The TPI attitude aEd translation fu_l Is_uEe_ in IDTAL _U&L l'or

these runs. In cases where the PGNCS was operational 9 the SCS attitude

_' feel obtained In the simu/_tion was reduced'by 2_z(_Vx) (where Iz = cg
-y--

offsetin Z direction and 1 = thruster moment arm) for pi_ch (Wq) and

__Z(_Vx) (where _y = c.g. offset in Y direction) for yaw (Wr) to reflect
1
equivalent DAP operation with X-axis thruste_ priority logic. A conversion

;' of 4.3 Ib/L_PSwas used to obtain total fuel.

/

_ DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

<

It can be seen from the SM-RCS Fuel Required given in Table IV that an

average saving of 18 and 52 pounds of SM-RCS fUel was realized in the
primary and backup modes repsectively when VHF range information was avail-

able for navigation° The bulk of this saving occurred in the midcourse[

correction phase because of a lower trajectory dispersion and a more

accurate calculation of the MCC when '/HFrange information was available.

#ithough a substantial saving in fUel was not realized in the braking phase

using %."_Frange, it did make the monitor and c_ntrol tasks m_ch simpler
Which resulted in a more standard approach trajector_ to the target. It

is significant to note that the fuel required in the br=king phase for both
range rate and LOS rate control averaged very near 50 fps for beth primary

and backup modes, with and without VHF ranging.

' CON£LUSIONS

Based on the results of this study, the conclusions are:

I. A C_ resuce of the LM in lunar orbit will require an average of
418 pounds of SM-RCS fUel in the primary mode and 495 pounds in the

backup mode for the phase starting Just prior to TPI and ending at
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the docking interface (R __I fps; LOS Rate __0.1 mr/sec). This
assumes initialization errors as defined in Table I.

2. The addition of a VHF ranging device will save an average of 18

ar_ 52 pounds of SM-RCS fuel in the prima_y and backup modes re-

spectively, for this phase.

3. The addition of a VHF ranging device will make the termin_! phase
• much easier to fly, thus providlz_ for a more standard approach path

to the target.
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TABLE II. - CRE_ PROC_URES FOR SIMULATION

OF LM .RESCUEIN LUNAR ORBIT

Time Event Crew

0:00 TPI Made by _AD.

26:00 #re TPM I. Start si_tlun run.
2, Place all attitude control mode switche_ in RATE

3_ Maneuver to bu_ attitude with rate of 0.!°/sec
(boresight X-axis),

26:30 Pre TFM 1. Calculate MCC maneuver using on_ard routines.

27:00 TPM I. Manually thrust out MCC usi_g R_ jets along each
axis.

28:00 Pre TFF I, Place pitch and yaw attitude control switches in
MIN I_.

2. Boresight target in reticle and track to monitor
the LOS rate,

_- 30:00 Pre TPF (Backup Mode MCC)
, 1. Place all attitude cot+to! mode switches in RATE

2. Boresight target in collimated reticle.
3, Time LOS dllft from center of reticle out to

inner circle of reticle.

_ 4. Read MCC from backup chart using LOS drift
elapse_ _ime.

5. Boresight target and manually thrust out MCC
using RCS Jets along each body axis.

6. Place pitch and yaw attitude control switches in
MIN IMP.

_ 34:30 Pre TPF i. Boresight terget and read computed SF_VT/'TRUNNION
_ angles (A_E) for estimated LOS. If either angle ie

greater +_han5 degrees_ do not use co_uted range
and range rate in brak_ phase.

i 35:00 Pre TFF (_ac_ ModeMCC)

_ame as at TPI + 30:00 rain.

_ 35:30 Pre TPF I. Place all attitude control switches in RATE '_

_ 2. Thrust inplane end out-of-plane LOS Rates to zero
us_ _CS _ets.

3. Track target add maiutain LOS Ratee at zero. _:
ii ii

38:30 TJ_ 1. _ range rate to -15 fps. (If zange rat_ t=- _
certainty is _ fps or greater, do not brake at :,

- thispoint. )
2. Track target and maintain LOS l_te8 at zero.

44:00 TPF Brake range rate to -5 fps.
5
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SM-RCS AVERAGE FUEL REQUI_

Primary Mode Backup Modo

TFr 96# 96# 69# 85# :
Ctranslatlon)

)

TPM 77# 54# 126# 62#

(translation) }

TPF 220# 226# 213# 213# )_

(translation) _

Translation Control 393# .376# 408# 360#Subtotsl

(TPI, TPM, I'PF)

Attitude(TPi,St.btot_!Tl_eC°ntrol,.Yi,F) 25# .....24# 8"/# , 83# . _,i

Total 418_ 4o0# 495# 443#

,!
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